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As mission led change makers, so many women have yet to own their power and

sovereignty in business. Not to mention unleashing their genius, creativity and

feminine glory on a world that needs it so badly. 

 

Lofty words, but we still have daily reality to cope with including its full array of

messy challenges. All the more reason to be led and inspired daily by a vision so great,

it cannot be relegated to less than the petty minutiae of habits and routines that dull

our spark of greatness to the point of extinction. 

To do lists should never prevent us from touching daily moments of grace.

 

In this online marketing jungle, we change-makers crave the centre stage so badly, and

to be able to use our voice. to make a difference.

 

But the truth is there aren’t enough stages to go around and many women don’t

actually say anything of great consequence, because they are disconnected with their

true identity, their real message, their genius and their ability to create vitality,

freedom and abundance. Not to mention their inability to attract valuable

conversations and create sales!
 

Preeminence is an unshamedly idealistic business lifestyle model. But we are in an age

where ideals MUST not just be raised, but implemented. For that, you need a rock solid

foundational structure and support system. Preferably an inspiring, fun and profitable

one!
 
Welcome to the Guild of Preeminence - where you are invited to step into  radical
commitment to your limitless potential.
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THE GUILD OF PREEMINENCE

mission

To co-create a global, 
feminine achievement and enlightened networking 

 community where ethics, planetary and humanitarian values 
reign alongside exceptional personal aspiration and self mastery.
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'What exactly does Preeminence mean?

 

tt's a little used word to define a state of sublime achievement and

omnipotence  It sounds full of grandeur yes, but we work on the

principle that, it is only by reaching for the moon that we will ever

have a chance of making it to the stars.

 

Preeminence IS glory and influence in action for the greater good!

It is sophisticated, yes, but look at what happens when the gravity of

mediocrity keeps us from shining our lights brightly.

 

,When we practise Preeminence, they become lasers for personal and

collective change.

 

It is scary, yes because whenever we contemplate dedicating our

lives to our supreme potential, there will be a price to pay.

 

Is it posh? Yes but in a way that will allow every woman to elevate

her own unique feminine glory and hitch her status and innate

beauty to her dreams. 

 

Nobody is going to have you drinking tea with your pinkie in the

air, but you will be invited to conduct yourself in all of your public

appearances, networking, lives, events, presentations etc like a

Duchess, or rather as an established, highly successful and fulfilled

influencer. 

 

This kind of chrisma is magnetic to wealth and opportunity.

INTRODUCTION

 Preeminence
An elegant, motivational template 

for Self Authorised Success



Mediocrity doesn’t mix with Preeminence. Women have taken the

whole of history to acknowlege and fight for their role in the

balance of progress. 

 

And in the current entrepreneurial landscape  we are confronted

with a harsh ‘Go Big or Go Home’ultimatum. It’s decision time ladies. 

Every day so very many women hide in the safe ‘home’ of looking,

doing and speaking just like everyone else. 

And they wonder why the years roll by with despairing similarity

and paltry results to show for their efforts. 

 

Statistics show that the majority of women in a western business

environment, live under a very low revenue threshold and many

don't pay themselves. 

 

Yet, we yearn for more, for the moreness of our higher self and

recognition for our stories and gifts. 

 

We sit behind our screens and wish the world could just see how

brilliant we are, wasting time on outdated tactics and spray and

pray strategies. Few will get off their sweet goddessy butts and

engage as a militant self-authorised champion of dream life

kickassery. 

 

Never in a million years will these women reach their own

Preeminence. Tragic but toughly true.

 

Welcome to a blueprint for exponential growth.

And an opportunity to create a new financial and achievement

paradigm for yourself, your family and your community.

INTRODUCTION

All the forces in the world are not so powerful 
as an idea whose time has come. 

Victor Hugo    



THIS IS AN INVITATION TO STEP INTO A HIGHER VISION FOR

YOUR LIFE AND BUSINESS THAN YOU EVER THOUGHT

POSSIBLE .

 

COMMIT TO YOUR OWN HIGH PERFORMANCE

IN AN ENVIRONMENT WHICH CAN ACCELERATE

 YOUR PROGRESS EXPONENTIALLY.

 

NETWORK, COLLABORATE AND 'DO DEALS' WITH ETHICS ,

INSPIRATION AND ENLIGHTENED BUSINESS PRACTICES

 

CHOOSE NOTHING LESS THAN PREEMINENCE 

FOR YOUR LIFE AND BUSINESS

 

 

an Association for the new paradigm



THE 7 PRINCIPLES OF PREEMINENCE 

 

 

the preeminence manifesto

excellence 
          

       distinction    peerlessness          
 

renown                                    prestige
 

leadership                                            transcendence

To quest for greatest expression of your Magnum Opus,  even if you currently don't

know what that looks like.

To declare your innate greatness through the power of your daily focus. 

To activate your genius for exponential results. Your genius holds the key to

transforming you from practitioner to authority and even influencer.

To cultivate your impeccable reputation with etiquette and business practices that

affirm your position in your market along with your own self-esteem.

To master the rituals and daily routines which form the bedrock of your progress.

To explore your potential with uncommon courage, by adventuring where the

edges of the box end.

To hold firmly to the daily balance which ensures that your journey to financial

freedom is as inspiring as the goals.

Your highest limitless self is willing to help you create a breathtaking work of life art

if you will allow it to . You have a Magnum Opus inside of you, a Great Work to bring

to the world.  Honor yourself enough to allow nothing less than your 'Magnum Opus'

to preside over your planning and fulfillment. 

 

In joining the Guild of Preeminence, you are setting a powerful intention into place: 

 

 

 

 

 

      But to ensure that they come from your unique purpose and heart inspiration.
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“The way you do anything is the way you do everything”!

 

Excellence is made one day at a time, one moment at a time, one ritual at a

time. One choice at a time. Practice makes perfect and perfection is the

refining of practice.

 

Even your ambition to be excellent at your business is not enough. 

You should seek excellence in all the things you are gifted at and those areas

you know are weak in but you need to master to help overcome any

fallibility.

 

You get to choose the priorities, for your heart and soul are always guiding

you, through your ardent desires, intuition and dreams.

 

 It has been proven that excellence in one or more areas of your skill sets,

will 'spill over' into all of the other areas of your life. So why not pick 1 to 3

areas of your life and decide to be ‘World Class’ in them.

They will  nourish each other. Your subconscious receives new messages that

will break down old programming that does not serve you. Your neural

circuitry will fire up new neurons that your body becomes accustomed too.

Little by little you create a 'new normal'

Excellence will become your new normal.

Preeminence will become your new normal.

 

 

 

what preeminence can do for your business 

excellence

Thrive By Your 'Highest Self Standards and Values
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Homogeneous professional identities create homogeneous results. 

This will simply not lead to Preeminence. You must stand out and shine!

Move over conventional branding, bring on your unforgettable brand

presence and persona. Bring on the ability to easily magnetize

opportunities and money!

 

Through the accuracy and 40 carat polished brilliance of your

messaging , the vocabulary you use, the relevance of your offers the

eloquence of your communication, you must be able to stand out as the

best in the field in your area of expertise. This doesn't have to be hard!

There is no need to look and sound like everyone else in your niche if

you engage your genius, soul and charisma in all you do.

 

But you must be coherent with that message in your image, style,

presentations, relationship skills, your experience, mastery of your topic,

your personality and ability to leave people uplifted and wanting to

stay in your universe!

 

Your highest self knows how to reveal your distinction. She really does.

 

It’s time to sing about your achievements, own your brilliance, love

yourself all the way to Preeminence and shine!

 

 

what preeminence can do for your business 

distinction

Use Your Natural Genius To Grow Your Ideal Network
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There is nobody in the whole world like you.  However, if you're a coach,

consultant, aspiring entrepreneur, service provider, trainer, a broadcaster,

presenter or speaker, you probably look, act and speak like a lot of other

people! You see we have been programmed to fit in, even boxed in.

Becoming peerless is what will set you in a league of your own. It's

beyond branding or mere clarity of message. Branding is usually about

design and colors and your values and your mission and your vision. 

Becoming peerless is you developing a world class presence,  persona and

energy,  so that you are aligned with a world class business and a world

class lifestyle. 

 

It takes class, vision, social grace and social etiquette, along with mastery

in your areas of expertise. It may take reviewing your communication

skills and certainly expanding your horizon of friends, peers and

aquaintances to the level you aspire to! Run with the leaders, now!

 

It takes charisma, confidence, courage and relentless dedication to your

dreams. You will never need motivation if your visions are soul crafted.

 

It takes ensuring your visual and verbal communication are impeccable

and coherent.  Present your craft to the world with the style and energy

of a celebrity, athlete or maestro. Cultivate your breathtaking

attractiveness.

 

People will not forget you. They cannot forget you. You will become a

reference for a certain value and you will stay in people's minds. 

When you stay in people's minds, when you can use your genius to create

money and a legacy, you will be peerless.

 

 

what preeminence can do for your business 

Peerlessness

Life As A Work Of Art. 
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what preeminence can do for your business 

prestige

 
What would your business look like if you had admiration and respect of a

powerful community of prestigious collaborators, clients and partners?

 

Take a royal tip from Princess Diana who wooed the world with her natural

grace, authenticity and compassion.

 

If you behave like a Duchess, then other people will treat you like a Duchess. If

you behave and present yourself with Preeminence, you will attract

Preeminence!

 

Your money is in your network. In your community. So how is your current

one working for your desires and dreams? Your reputation, your personal

conduct in public and your social standing are precious assets.

 

You must elevate your own prestige through the quality relationships you

nurture.   Think big. Think like a Duchess and 6+ figure business owner! 

A preeminent professional. Elevate the status of your acquaintances. Curate

your friends list. Preeminent is as Preeminent does.

 

Invest in recommended professionals constantly. Your continued education is

a core part of your growth. Choose a role model mentor and study them hard.

Use the Preeminence equation of win-win-win always. Surround yourself by

brilliant leaders and innovators with values you admire. Embody those values.

 
 

Claim Your Authority and Influence
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what preeminence can do for your business 

renown

 
Your 'know, like and trust' factor is your million dollar business card.

 

It is key to be both sincere,  mindful and strategic about every encounter. 

Reputation cannot be bought, only earned.

 

Self interest is a necessary foundation. Altruism is a skill that you must use

carefully to enter a relationship ‘dance’ where the desire for the interests of both

parties are at the forefront of any negotiations.

 

The Preeminence Maxim: -

 "In the noble art of enabling another, 

your own majesty shines forth." 

 

When you help somebody else get what they want, you will rise and shine.

 

By natural laws of reciprocity, you will always be rewarded in some way for

helping another get what they want. It is a key business and relationship skill. 

 

For the purposes of establishing renown and getting close to your ideal circle of

influence or team members, this maxim works magically in practise!

 

Help someone to get what they want, client, JV partner, mentor or spouse! 

 

The universe MUST reward you in some  special way that opens doors to

opportunities galore!

 

 

Upgrade Your Reputation
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what preeminence can do for your business 

leadership

 
It is impossible to dedicate your life to Preeminence and not be a leader. Here

are some of the qualities which will truly inspire people to follow (and buy

from) you:

 

                               Engage your genius in all you do. 

Commitment to your Magnum  Opus (the fruit of your Life Purpose)

A Rock solid personal identity

Uncommon courage

A taste for life outside of the 'Matrix'

Impeccable ethics

The ability to practise mindful self rigor

 

If you want to bring your great work to the world, rather than just thinking

about scaling your business through working harder or raising your prices,

then start to expand your vision of what’s possible for you.

 

Stop being a practitioner working in an hourly paid trap. 

Revel in being outside of ‘The Box, both the collective one in which the

multitudes act according to what they are programmed to,  and the box you

have subconsciously created to limit yourself.

Every day, make sure you bump UP against the boundaries of both boxes so

that you get inspiration on how to break them down. '

 

If you're a leader you can command stages. You can command audiences, you

can command webinars. You can command people's attention on lives.

Leadership is  creating your own world stage,  claiming the spotlight. and

inspiring your people to follow you into brave new worlds. 

Make sure the price they pay for the privilege, reflects your worth and genius!
 

 

Be The Change You Want To See In Your Bank Account
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what preeminence can do for your business 

transcendence

 
You will never achieve any kind of Preeminence if you do not have the

self-mastery to get out of your own way.

 

 This is where the Ferrari rubber hits the rough and winding

entrepreneurial road with all it’s pit-holes, hidden ditches, obscure

signposts and occasional collisions.

 

All the ideals in the world will amount to nothing without dominion over

your ability to change and your agility to navigate change.

 

Your Ideals create visions of Preeminence. 

Your Ideas create ways to attain ways to realize those ideals.  

But your "I  deal" power to create,  trumps everything.  

 

Perfect that power by humbly but ruthlessly, stalking your fallibility. 

 

Use whatever willpower, rituals, mantras, magic spells, changes of

environment, habits, routines or simply whatever it takes to

breakthrough to the level of Preeminence you dream of...so that your

daily mantra is 

 

“I do the deals……Profitably and Preeminently” 

 

 

 

 

Master Your Evolution
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Guild of preeminence benefits paRT 1 

 Guidance and accountability in yielding results in your business through

applying the 7 Principles, wherever stage you are at., from Jenni P.

 
It is my delight to invite you to apply for membership of the Guild of

Preeminence. At launch in March 2020, the Guild will be in Beta stage for 6

months. While the functioning of the platform is being perfected according to

members' needs,  this is your opportunity to become a founder member at a

hugely privileged rate., and contribute to this paradigm-changing networking

platform and feminine high performance association.

 

                            DEVELOP AND MONETISE YOUR PREEMINENCE

 

1.

 

  2. Through regular online community calls, you will be able to mastermind     

 with your fellow guild members to focus on solution-oriented breakthroughs

and continued progress towards your greatest vision.

 

This is a time to resource yourself with inspiration, re-boot your strategies,

connect with potential clients and collaborators, refine your vision, and elevate

your performance. 

 

In the spirit of enlightened networking, you will be eligible to participate in a

referral system using the power of win-win-win. (Details to be finalised).

Rather than the self-interested pitch fest which has characterised the last few

years of online marketing, you can be referred and be recommended regularly.

 

Collaboration is the cornerstone of the Guild and the Magazine.  

We will actively focus on partnerships and community building that serves

everyone's highest interests.
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Guild of preeminence benefits PaRT 2 

                  GAIN CREDIBILITY, INFLUENCE AND EXPOSURE 
 
The Guild of Preeminence, through it’s reach, it’s principles, and the calibre of our

founder members, carries power and influence.

It’s a prime example of the Prestige principle outlined in the 7 Principles.

How can you use that to your advantage?

 

You will have permission to use the logo on your website and marketing

materials.

 

You will access through introduction,  the founding experts and eligibility to

their private internal training (according to their own conditions.)

 

You will be listed in the Guild of Preeminence Directory with your unique topic

of expertise.

 

The Guild has it’s own news section in the monthly House of Preeminence

magazine.  In tier 2 membership, You will have the opportunity to showcase

your expertise in a special feature. This alone carries a value worth thousands

of dollars.

 

There will also be the opportunity to appear in a full feature with photo on the

cover of the Magazine. (Priced separately from the Guild subscription but at a

discounted rate)

 

Regular training with Jenni P in the principles of Preeminence. This will be open

to Jenni’s private clients who have completed her signature mentoring, the

Trinity Code™ and/or  Styled to Sell ™. Both catalytic experiences along with

custom designed mentoring, will be available to Guild members at a discounted

rate (Tier 3 membership)
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Guild of preeminence benefits paRT 3 

 
Aside from the obvious benefits you will reap from applying a powerful

paradigm-changing template for your life and business, you are encouraged to

invite ladies who you feel would resonate with the value of the platform, and

earn commissions that can easily cover your monthly subscription.

 

You will also have the opportunity of personally connecting with our core

panel of executive experts. Note: it must be emphasised that the House of

Preeminence represents the formidable expertise of selected 6 to 8 figure leaders

who have proved their own Preeminence over many decades. 

 

Core to the vision of the magazine, you are encouraged to use the Guild to

create an entirely unique business and lifestyle model which reflects your own

3 premium qualities of Preeminence  - Your Genius, Your Grace and Your

Greatness. 

 

This is a time and a platform to truly reap the benefits of the support and

guidance to accelerate your results. Preeminent results.

 

Why is this different from joining any other program or mastermind?

 

Firstly this is NOT a program. It is an aspirational achievement model which

takes account of leading edge science, innovative leadership approaches and

proven, ethical business practises. 

 

Preeminence is not for the faint hearted. Or for those who would like to 'try' it.

Preeminence rages in your heart. Or Not.
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Guild of preeminence eligibility

 
Real transformation takes ‘doing the work’.

Inside and out. Mind, body, soul and money.

It takes relentless practice and dedication. 

It takes eradicating all doubt of failure. It takes uncommon focus. 

 

But, given the right ‘conditions’ for your Magnum Opus to emerge and reward

you with Excellence, Distinction, Peerlessness, Prestige, Renown, Leadership,

Transcendence,  immense joy, vitality and a healthy amount of cash, it will be

impossible to spend another day treading water and navigating towards your

dreams with erroneous signals.

 

Disclaimer:  Your results will depend entirely on your commitment to master

the 7 Principles and apply them to your life and business.

 

You can start wherever you are.

Nobody is excluded, even if the concepts are entirely new.

Preeminence is not just an ideal.  It is highly practical model. 

 

Eligibility is dependent on how you embrace and implement your own

commitment to uplevelling. A new commitment to your business lifestyle that

feeds your soul as well as your bank account. 

 

I have created a space for you to do just that. So if you're ready to apply

go back over the descriptions of each of the 7 Principles on page 7.

Using the following questions as prompts, create your own personal

Preeminence manifesto. A vision and intention for your Preeminent life.



photographer | copywriter

Use these questions to craft a vision of your Preeminent Life and Business
  

 
What will you commit to do with excellence? What habits and practices

will you put into place that ensure your constant progress?  What do

you need to do to clear all impediment to excellence? What 3 steps will

you take today to ensure that happens?

 

 

 

How will you cultivate your reputation so that it serves your highest

good and that of your network and community? What steps will you

take to ensure your credibility?  What is your vision for becoming a

person of influence? What legacy would you love to leave behind?

 

 

 

What qualities do you need to embody in order to step into the life of

your highest self? How will you learn the skills necessary to be the best

you can be at what you do? What will be your game plan to make that a

daily practice?  How will you re-define your uniqueness and use them

in your messaging, image and communication so that you become

magnetic, powerful, unforgetable?

 

 

What do you need to do to up-level the prestige of your community?

Who do you need to work with to become associated with people who

can influence your progress? How will you step into your own

prestigious life daily?

 

 

 

 

create your own preeminence manifesto

excellence

distinction

peerlessness

prestige
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Use these questions to craft a vision of your highest life   

 
 

 

 

 

 

Which leader or influencer do you know of, to whom you would love to draw

near and propose to promote or collaborate with?

What relationship or personal  healing needs to be done to regain trust and

confidence from someone you lost it with?

What qualities and habits do you need to put into place to grow your 'know,

like and trustworthiness'?

 

 

 

 

In what ways can you begin to exemplify your own teachings? In what ways

can you actively encourage and inspire others (other than your clients!° to be

more of their best selves? (With no agenda!)  How will you create your own

stage and star on it? What action do you need to take to ensure the financial

freedom that will allow you to be a more effective leader? 

 

 

 

List the areas you know you have to overcome to allow in Preeminence.

List your ideas and ask yourself if they are big enough?

List your ideals and ask yourself if they are actually working for you, or

whether they need a radical new makeover?

 

What would be a sign for you, that you have indeed transcended obstacles

and self-imposed limitations? What would that look like?

On a scale of 1 - 10, how far do you feel from that vision now?

 

 

 

 

create your own preeminence manifesto

renown

leadership

transcendence
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Guild of preeminence subscriptions 

 
                 TIER SUBSCRIPTION CATEGORIES FOR BETA PERIOD

 

TIER 1   SMART SUBSCRIPTION INCLUDES ALL THE BENEFITS  PARTS 1 - 3

 

TIER 2   INSPIRED SUBSCRIPTION INCLUDES THE ABOVE PLUS OPPORTUNITY TO BE             

SHOWCASED IN THE MAGAZINE

 

TIER 3   GENIUS SUBSCRIPTION FOR JENNI'S PRIVATE CLIENTS INCLUDES  BOTH THE

ABOVE PLUS REGULAR PREEMINENCE TRAINING.

 

SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE MONTHLY FOR TIER 1, BY ARRANGEMENT FOR TIERS 2 AND 3

 

TIER 1 SUBSCRIPTIONS CAN BE CANCELLED AT ANY TIME AFTER A TRIAL PERIOD OF

6 MONTHS TO SEE IF YOU AND WE ARE A GOOD FIT.

 

TIERS 2 AND 3 CARRY ADDED BENEFITS  WHICH DEPENDS ON COMMITMENT OF

IMPLEMENTATION AND EDITORIAL CALENDAR.

 

APPLICATION IS DECIDED UPON YOUR MANIFESTO AND YOUR SUITABILITY TO THIS

PLATFORM AND ITS' PRINCIPLES. THE BUILDING OF AN ENLIGHTENED NETWORKING

COMMUNITY. 

 

I reserve the right to cancel any membership for applicants who do not behave

in the spirit of the community.

No refunds are possible except in extreme circumstances and only by private

mail to Jenni.

For all questions regarding the above please contact me at jenni@jenni-p.com.
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ABOUT JENNI P 

Founder of the House of Preeminence and the Guild, Jenni Parker Brown is a
visionary multi-potentialite. Her eclectic careers range from fashion retailing,
the performing arts, fitness instructor, equestrian cabaret artist, award-winning
gastronomy chef, published author, style and image consultant, magazine editor
and Genius Activist.
 
Her proudest achievements include becoming a professional dancer at the age of
41 (after birthing two daughters born 18 years apart!), creating her own
equestrian cabaret (yes horses!) under a circus big top, and within two years,
turning a bankrupt, down-trodden hiking hostel into a 6 figure, fine-dining
tourist attraction in the Pyrenees Mountains, France, where she lives.
 
In 2017 she was chosen by the award-winning TV Reality Show, ‘Fix My Brand
With Ali Craig’ as candidate and subsequently was invited ono the program as
Mindset Expert and Assistant Stylist for seasons 2 and 3
 
Jenni is a Preeminent Thought Leader who has developed world class tools and
experiences for women with dreams as big as their hearts.
 
Her quantum success business model is transforming the lives and business' of
many women across the globe.
 
Following your heart is Jenni's principle inspiration,. But her work is backed up
by solid neuroscience, quantum physics, a passion for well-being and fulfilment,
with a whole lot of creative muse and a mission to reveal to as many people as
she can reach, the magic of basing their life on their genius and super-powers.
 
Jenni's mission is to raise the bar on Personal Transformation through sharing
the incredible and proven power of The Trinity Code™, a ground-breaking,
quantum success model for the 21st century.
 
This visionary work and Jenni's vast experience in radical transformation are

the cornerstones of the Guild of Preeminence.
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typical client results and reactions 

 

"9 years as your client and I'm staying"

 "Breakthrough!!!

'Holy shit!" ...are some of the typical reactions of my clients since 2012.

 

"Today, I was not expecting to have a mind blowing, edge of my seat

conversation, that spoke to a greatness within me, that has been bursting to

express itself, in ways that go beyond all the social media norms and buzz

words. I am now examining on a deeper level how I show up for myself. Thank

you Jenni P Parker Brown"

Coral Turner UK Fashion Designer

 

'I got choked up just thinking about what my life USED to be like. Thanks to you,

I will NEVER go back there again. Yes, changes are mandatory and can be awe

inspiring!!' 

Kay Dotson Ecological Artist

 

"Holy Crap!!!!!!!!! That is awesome!!!!" "Amazing!!!!" "Healed and on fire!" "What

an alchemist you are!" 

Gina Bell,  US Tears and Tulle Movement

 

 

This was to be one of the most unbelievable scenes of all, meeting   Jenni P I

had never met before other than on a live call in one of the weekly sessions in

the Extra Ordinary Growth Academy. I cannot thank ...... enough for bringing

Jenni into my life as Jenni has had the biggest influence on where I am today

and has transformed me into my 'leading lady' who had been hiding in the

wings for so long. Thank you does not come close to the live and appreciation I

have for you Jenni. 

 

Debbie Debonaire - Manchester UK, founder of The Freedom Movement,

HeartACT Emotional Health Expert
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typical client reactions 

 
As a successful mentor for conscious entrepreneurs on a mission, I quietly

thought Jenni had nothing new to teach me. I was wrong. Jenni opened a new

window on me stepping up in my game, and showed me how important that

was to me.” Adela Rubio, www.adelarubio.com

 

"What Jenni took me through was nothing short of life changing. She held the

space for me to safely look at what REALLY moves me…..all the while, asking very

pointed questions to make me look deeper. Jenni helped me discover my core

strengths of my true personality, and that from those I can build my passionate

life!  I owe so much to Jenni, it cannot be measured by dollars….how do you put

a price tag on reconnecting with your soul passion?" 

Jennifer Nearents, Vancouver, US

 

As a passionate, super creative, vibrant being, Jenni is opening up Life's wonders

for us all.  Join her ‘thrivalicious’ journey into your own abundance and watch

your visions soar!"  Soleira Green co-founder of the Visionary Network.

http://www.thevisionarynetwork.com/

 

 

When I found out what my Trinity Code (my Soul’s blueprint) was, I stared at

the words in disbelief. Peace and calm had befallen me. I had met my Self for

the very first time. The fears that had been running me to the ground had

dissipated because everything suddenly made sense. Jenni doesn’t simply give

you your Trinity Code - a process which is by no means ‘simple’ - she also gives

you the gift of courage: the courage that comes from knowing exactly who you

are the way the Universe intended you to be. This unwavering knowingness is

what every soul craves. It’s what transformation is about for there is no

transformation without soul work. I’m still sitting quietly contemplating my

Genius & grateful to the Universe for leading me to Jenni.

 

Venus Souls 

House of Venus Transformational Coaching UK
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what to do next 

 

If your heart is beating faster after reading this brochure and if you resonate with

the vision of the House of Preeminence and wish to become a part of this, please

reply immediately by private DM on Facebook Messenger or email to

jenni@jenni-p.com

 

This is how we will roll...

 

There will be a beta experience period of 6 months from launch at 30th March.

 

You can lock in a highly discounted subscription price for 1 year from the first

payment you send.

 

You will be able to contribute to creating the platform according to the vision in

this document and be featured in the first issue.

 

I am inviting you to bring your genius to the set up of this paradigm changing

platform. And be one of the first women to proudly claim Preeminence.

 

We are in a time where the market is saturated, technology and social media has

taken over people's brains. All the info in the world is available at the touch of a

Google button, but yet still, so many women are under-performing and

struggling in the professional market place.

 

The years pass so fast in repetitive cycles. We feisty, heart-led, change-making

women need something beyond conventional self develoment programs,

mastermind groups and miracle morning routines to unleash our full power and

potential. Something so big that we cannot ignore it.

That something big is expressing your highest self in the here and now and not

allowing her to get away with anything less than Preeminence.

It's time to draw up your Personal Manifesto to Preeminence.

 

 

 

 

 

jenni@jenni-p.com


